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... I don't even KNOW anymore! However, I think I have improved my writing ^^ I have two new people in
it, tho! ENJOY TO MY NEW FRIENDS (and my best bud Jamie H!) NIRVANNA AND SASHA! ^_^
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1 - Falling into a World of Fear

I grunted as I sat up. Blood leaked out of my chest. Each time my heart beat, another puddle of blood
would fall. I turned to Jamie, Sasha, and Nirvanna. Batista, John, Jeff, Finlay, and Kane tried to keep
them away from us. Who? WHAT DO YOU MEAN WHO?! Oh, right... I should probably tell you guys.
After the crystal was shattered, it scattered all over the place. Now we have to get all of them back to
complete it! But the Dark Spirits apparently don't want us to.
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

"DAMEON! GO!" called Dave as he took another blow from a gun. "We can't hold them off forever!"
Nirvanna whined. The crystal was dark, and evil. Since I'm the one with the dark, evil curse, I'm the only
one who can touch it.

I looked back at my friends one last time. I was risking not coming back alive, but I wanted to take those
risks. I talked Dave into it as well (he's too protective...). Part of the crystal was on a spiritual platform. It
was black. As I crept nearer, a cold chill rose up my spine. I had a bad, BAD feeling about this. I felt
something gnaw on my pant leg. I looked down at tiny Waku. "I'm sorry, buddy. I gotta go." I murmured.
"Take me with you!!" whimpered Waku as he limped. He was shot in the leg. I picked him up and put him
in my backpack. "Stay there and be quiet." I ordered. "Yes sir! I mean mister! I MEAN--". "FORGET IT!"
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